
Waves   by   Beth   Strand   

2021   Row   Along   

  

This   block   is   based   on   a   tradi�onal   Snail’s   Trail   block.    I   fell   in   love   with   Snail’s   Trail   blocks   when   they   were   
a   challenge   for   Project   Quil�ng   in   2021.    This   idea   of   using   them   to   make   waves   isn’t   my   original   thought,   
I’ve   seen   several   varia�ons   of   this….and   here’s   mine!   

Fabric   –     

You’ll   want   three   shades   of   blue   and   one   of   sand.    You   could   also   do   two   blues,   a    white   and   a   tan   to   
signify   the   “froth”   of   the   waves.     

1/3   of   a   yard   of   each   should   give   you   plenty   of   fabric.   

A�er   audi�oning   a   few,   this   was   what   I   came   up   with…   

  



The   Snail’s   Trail   block   is   just   a   varia�on   of   a   square   in   a   square.     You   just   keep   adding   triangles   to   the   
outside   of   the   center   four-patch.    The   trick   is   to   add   them   in   the   right   order   (don’t   ask   me   how   I   know!)   

The   cu�ng   will   yield   four   10.5”   unfinished   blocks.    Three   of   them   together   will   give   you   a   10.5   x   30.5   
unfinished   row.   The   other   can   be   a   pillow,   a   tote   bag…whatever   you   fancy…many   of   my   cut   pieces   
yielded   four   triangles   so   I   just   went   with   it.   

You   will   be   cu�ng   all   squares   for   this   pa�ern.    Most   will   be   cut   either   once   or   twice   on   the   diagonal.   

  

  

This   is   a   square   cut   once   on   the   diagonal   to   yield   two   triangles.   

  

  

This   is   a   square   cut   twice   on   the   diagonal   to   yield   four   triangles.   

  

  

From   each   of   your   four   fabrics,   cut   the   following:   

Four   1-3/4”   squares   

A. One   3-3/4”   square   cut   twice   on   the   diagonal   to   yield   four   triangles   
B. Two   3-3/8”   squares   cut   once   on   the   diagonal   to   yield   a   total   of   four   triangles   (two   from   each)   
C. One   6-1/4”   square   cut   twice   on   the   diagonal   to   yield   four   triangles   
D. Two   5-7/8”   squares   cut   once   on   the   diagonal   to   yield   a   total   of   four   triangles   (two   from   each)   

  

Start   by   sewing   four   squares   (one   of   each   color)   into   four-patch   units.    It’s   very   important   to   sew   them   in   
the   right   order.    They   should   look   like   this:   

  

  

  

  

It’s   really   important   that   all   your   4-patch   centers   are   the   same.     



  

  

  

Now   you   will   begin   to   add   the   triangles.    The   triangles   will   always   be   added   the   same   intersec�on.    For   
instance,   tan   triangles   will   always   be   added   to   the   side   where   tan   and   light   blue   meet   in   the   center   of   
the   side.   Add   the   triangles   to   two   sides,   press,   trim   and   then   add   the    next   pair   of   triangles.    I   like   laying   
the   whole   block   out   first   so   I   can   see   where   I’m   going.   

  

Beginning   with   the   A   triangles   –   add   them   as   follows:   

To   the   tan/light   blue   side   –   add   a   tan   triangle.   To   the   dark   blue/medium   side   add   a   medium   blue   triangle.   
I   like   to   finger   press   a   line   into   the   triangle   to   help   line   it   up   with   the   center   seam   and   pin   it   in   place.   

A�er   you’ve   added   these,   press   the   block   and   add   the   light   blue   A   triangle   to   the   light   blue/medium   blue   
side   and   the   dark   triangle   to   the   dark   blue/tan   side.   



Your   block   should   look   like   this…   

  

  

Next,   you’ll   add   triangle   B   to   each   side.    The   tan   triangle   is   added   on   the   tan/light   blue   side   and   opposite   
it,   the   medium   blue   triangle   is   added   to   the   medium   blue/dark   blue   side.   Add   the   triangles   and   press.   
Then   add   the   light   blue   triangle   to   the   light   blue/medium   blue   side   and   the   dark   triangle   to   the   dark   
blue/tan   side.   



Keep   adding   triangles   to   the   same   sides   (meaning   matching   the   same   colors)   and   your   colors   will   appear   
to   begin   twis�ng.   When   you   add   the   final   triangles,   your   block   should   look   like   this…   

  

  

  

  

  



S�tch   three   blocks   together   to   form   a   row.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


